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Joseph-Louis Lagrange (1788)  
Mécanique Analytique

“The reader will find no figures in this work. The methods which I 
set forth do not require either constructions or geometrical or 
mechanical reasonings: but only algebraic operations, subject to 
a regular and uniform rule of procedure.”



Emmanuel Develey (1812)  
Élémens de géométrie

“A problem, in Geometry, is the demand to do some operation, 
to construct some figure, according to the already known 
principles of the science, or the demonstrated truths.”



Moritz Pasch (1882) 
Vorlesungen über neuere Geometrie 

“However, if one is not afraid of the sacrifice of time and effort 
involved, then one can omit the figure in the proof of any 
theorem; indeed, the theorem is only truly demonstrated if the 
proof is completely independent of the figure.”



David Hilbert (1902) 
Lectures on the Foundations of Geometry

“One could also avoid using figures, but we will not do this. We 
will use figures often. However, we will never rely on them.”



Jakob Steiner (1832)  
Systematische Entwickelung der Abhängigkeit  

geometrischer Gestalten von einander 

“The outcome will show that these constructions [Gebilde] are in 
fact the actual foundation [Grundlage] of synthetic geometry.”
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1. Steiner and geometry up to 1832 



Felix Eberty (1878)  
Jugenderinnergungen eines alten Berliners 

“That already as a boy he saw eight triangles, when the teacher 
only expected one, is likewise a typical example of his method. 
His mind possessed a kaleidoscopic power with respect to 
geometric teaching. The simplest appeared as many-sided 
harmonious visions before his inner eye.”



Felix Eberty (1878)  
Jugenderinnergungen eines alten Berliners 

“Most of his theorems he could construct only in his head, 
because no drawing [Zeichnung] was capable of complying with 
his complications.”





Anonymous review (1829)  
Bulletin des sciences mathématiques,  

astronomiques, physiques et chimiques  

“The reflexions that the memoir of M. Steiner suggests are 
perhaps too far from the one subject of this memoir; but it will 
be difficult, without the use of figures, to give an analysis of 
the development that it merits.”







2. Systematische Entwickelung der  
Abhängigkeit geometrischer Gestalten  
von einander (1832) 



Jakob Steiner (1832)  
Systematische Entwickelung 

“The basic representations [Grundvorstellungen] required in 
geometry are: the space, the plane, the line (straight line) and 
the point.”



1. The line.  An innumerable set of consecutive points is 
conceivable in the line, which, from any starting point, extends 
infinitely in two opposing sides. 

2. The planar pencil of rays.  Through each point in a plane 
innumerable lines are possible; the totality of all such lines 
should be called “a planar pencil of rays” or “a pencil of rays 
in the plane,” namely the lines should, with respect to their 
composition, be called “rays” and the point, in which the rays 
meet, will be called the “midpoint” of the bundle of rays.















Jakob Steiner (1832)  
Systematische Entwickelung 

“In the following considerations, the constructions [Gebilde] 
and their different connections, because they no longer lie in 
the plane, can not easily be represented through drawings 
(figures); but this is not necessary, because through reasonable 
designations adherence to the combinations of the constructions 
under considerations will be facilitated.”



Jakob Steiner (1832)  
Systematische Entwickelung 

“Overall, stereometric considerations are, in my opinion, only 
properly understood if they are intuited purely, without any 
sensory media [Versinnnlichungsmittel], only through the inner 
power of representation [Vorstellungskraft].”





Jakob Steiner (1832)  
Systematische Entwickelung  

“[through the inner power of representation] one can easily and 
correctly look through the entire boundary of the properties 
of a connected figure in all its individual cases and according 
to all its limits, and recognize all these cases together as flowing 
from one into another or extending beyond its own limits.”



Jakob Steiner (1832)  
Systematische Entwickelung 

“If in the beginning this free mental representation [freie 
Vorstellung] will require some effort, then one will soon acquire a 
certain skill in it and find sufficient compensation for the effort 
overcome. Whoever would seek to circumvent this effort by 
other means, will likely not do well, in that the ability to 
represent, instead of becoming healthy, strong and active, will 
fall into darker, more difficult views.”





“I. If in space one thinks [denkt] of any one pencil of planes A 

and any one line A with respect to each other, then one finds: 

1. That in general a plane of the pencil of planes A goes through 
each point of the line A. […] Only one plane is parallel, or passes 
through the infinitely distant point, of the line A; it is called the 
parallel plane.”



“What made his lectures particularly interesting was his original 
diction, which made everything he taught very graphic. 
Therefore pupils did not have to draw out shapes, in particular 
three-dimensional ones; instead they could see them in their 
mind’s eye purely because of the description.”

Karl Friedrich Geiser (1874)  
Zur Erinnerung an Jakob Steiner



“[…] in his lectures there were no figures; the listener’s active 
thinking should produce such a clear picture in his mind that he 
could dispense with sense intuition. (He went even further later 
[…] by purposely darkening the room during geometry lessons!)”

Felix Klein (1926) 
Vorlesungen über die Entwicklung der Mathematik im 19. Jahrhundert 









3. The World of the Senses 



Jean-Victor Poncelet (1822)   
Traité des propriétés projectives des figures

“[…] if one begins to vary the primitive figure by insensible 
degrees, or one transmits a continuous movement to certain 
parts of this figure in any way, is it not evident that the properties 
and the relations found for the first system will remain applicable 
to successive states of this system […]”



Jean-Victor Poncelet (1822)   
Traité des propriétés projectives des figures

“Certain objects can even change position, by a series of 
variations occurring in the system, others can extend to infinity, 
or approach insensible distances, etc.; the general relations 
undergo modifications, without ceasing to apply to the system.”



Joseph Diez Gergonne (1826)   
“Considérations philosophiques sur les élémens de la science de l'étendue"

“We believe it superfluous to accompany this memoir with 
figures, often more overwhelming than useful in the 
geometry of space; figures that we could besides only present 
in a unique and individual aspect to the reader, who could, 
instead, construct and fashion them to his taste, if he judges the 
assistance at all necessary. We are concerned, indeed, only with 
logical deductions, always easy to follow when the notations are 
chosen in a convenient manner.”



Michel Chasles (1837) 
Aperçu historique sur l'origine et le développement  

des méthodes  en géométrie 

“There is a tradition, in the École polytechnique, that Monge 
knew to an unheard of degree, how to render conceivable 
space forms of the most complicated extension, and how to 
penetrate their general relations and their most hidden 
properties, without any other recourse except that of his 
hands, whose movements admirably followed his words, 
sometimes difficult, but always endowed with true eloquence on 
the subject: the clarity and the precision, the richness and the 
depth of ideas.”







Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1819)  
Letters on Early Education

“It is an old saying, and a very true one, that our attention is 
much more forcibly attracted, and more permanently fixed, by 
objects which have been brought before our eyes, than by 
others, of which we have merely gathered some notion from 
hearsay and description, or from the mention of a name.”





Wilhelm von Humboldt (1821)  
The Task of the Historian

“An event, however, is only partially visible in the world of 
the senses; the rest has to be added by intuition, inference, 
and guesswork. The manifestations of an event are scattered, 
disjointed, isolated; what it is that gives unity to this patchwork, 
puts the isolated fragment into its proper perspective, and gives 
shape to the whole, remains removed from direct observation. 
For observation can perceive circumstances which either 
accompany or follow one another, but not their inner causal 
nexus, on which, after all, their inner truth is solely dependent.”



4. Geometrie der Lage 



Georg Karl Christian von Staudt (1847)   
Geometrie der Lage 

“Every geometrical instruction must begin from general 
considerations, which the student learns to make in different 
ways from geometrical constructions and to practice his ability to 
visualize [Anschauungsvermögen].”



Theodor Reye (1866) 
Geometrie der Lage

“I refer to the difficulty already mentioned of getting a mental 
picture of such figures in space, a difficulty with which the 
beginner has to struggle in the study of descriptive geometry 
and analytical geometry of space, the surmounting of which, as I 
have already remarked, I hold to be one of the principal objects 
of geometrical instruction. In order to make the 
accomplishment of this end easier for the student, I have added 
plates of diagrams to my lectures.”



Theodor Reye (1866) 
Geometrie der Lage

“Von Staudt did not make use of such expedients; in fact, we 
should not be far from the truth in ascribing to him views similar 
to those expressed at one time by Steiner, “that stereometric 
ideas can be correctly comprehended only when they are 
contemplated purely by the inner power of imagination, without 
any means of illustration whatever.” By disdaining to make use of 
these instruments of illustration, which so far as planimetric ideas 
are concerned, are not at all likely to lead to an incorrect 
conception, I should unnecessarily have increased the difficulty, 
on the part of the student, of comprehending my lectures.”



Theodor Reye (1866) 
Geometrie der Lage

“[…] a certain skill in producing mental images of geometric 
forms without pictorial representations would be of great service 
to you, inasmuch as it will not be practicable for me to illustrate 
every theorem by diagrams, especially if the theorem refers to a 
form in space; I shall often be compelled to make demands upon 
your imagination.”



Felix Klein (1872) 
“Über den Wert räumlicher Anschauung”  

Vergleichende Betrachtungen über neuere geometrische Forschungen

“There is a true geometry which is not, like the investigations 
discussed in the text, intended to be merely an illustrative form 
of more abstract investigations. Its problem is to grasp the full 
reality of the figures of space, and to interpret […] the relations 
holding for them as evident results of the axioms of space-
perception. A model, whether constructed and observed or 
only vividly imagined [vorgestellt], is for this geometry not a 
means to an end, but the subject itself.”





Thank you.


